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Liquid History:
An Introduction

The first time I enjoyed the flavour of rum was not the first time I actually drank it –
far from it, in fact. I had imbibed rum as a teenager, of the quality that someone would
bring to a party frequented by underage drinkers, and I could not imagine how anyone
could enjoy drinking the stuff straight. That particular rum and I both had plenty of
rough edges, and we did not immediately take to each other. I drank rum, then and
later, as a component of sweet tropical drinks with umbrellas in them, and occasionally
as an addition to coffee on cold evenings. My conversion to actively appreciating good
rum came as an accident as I sought to win the heart of a fair lady.
The woman was a few years older than me and far more sophisticated, and I was
more than a bit nervous on our first date. We arrived early for a dinner reservation and
were invited to wait in the bar, and she confidently ordered, ‘Myers’s and rocks,
please.’ Having no idea what that was, I added, ‘Sounds great! Make that two.’ A
coffee-coloured liquid with ice cubes arrived in short order, and I cautiously took a sip.
It was obviously a distilled spirit of some kind, but like nothing I had tried before:
smooth and gentle and tasting delicately of spice and caramel. When my date left for a
few moments on some mysterious feminine errand, I asked the bartender for a look at
the bottle so I could find out what this marvellous elixir was.
Myers’s rum used a simple but memorable graphic
style for many ads, as in this example from 1941.
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Rum? That was rum?
My romantic intentions with the lady fizzled out shortly thereafter, but my
appreciation for her beverage of choice grew with each new experience. I savoured
light and dark, sweet and spicy, mellow and sharp. Gradually I learned some of the
lore of rum, the extraordinary history and cultural connections that go far beyond the
superficial connection with tiki drinks, Caribbean pirates and bad sea shanties.
The most famous of these, the one with the ‘Yo, ho, ho, and a bottle of rum’
chorus, isn’t traditional at all – it was written by Robert Louis Stevenson for his book
Treasure Island in 1883. This is in keeping with much pirate and rum lore, both of
which are full of romantic misinformation. The truth about both rum and piracy is
actually more interesting. Rum has been a beverage, a currency and an element of
ritual, a symbol of debauchery among Temperance crusaders and of healthy
moderation in the British Navy. It is made as far south as New Zealand and as far
north as Newfoundland, and was a major export of colonial New England. Rum has
jump-started economies and fuelled the slave trade, sparked mutinies against captains
who withheld it and governors who tried to regulate it, and been an indispensable
element of religious worship. It has been celebrated by authors, used in toasts by
statesmen, and also been a comfort and reward to the labourers who cut the cane that
went to make more rum. In recent years aged versions have acquired, and deserved,
the same mystique as fine Scotch whisky, and a new generation of distillers are
creating surprising variants on traditional recipes.
In short, it is a beverage that is every bit as worthy of study as wine, but that
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hasn’t generally attracted the same level of consideration. This brief book alone will
not make up for that deficit, but will give at least an overview of rum’s origins,
worldwide history and cultural impact, and perhaps a glimpse at its future. There are
other books about the early history of rum in the Caribbean that go into greater detail,
but none that address rum as a worldwide phenomenon. I will also explore some
aspects of the anthropology of rum, the songs and poems that celebrated it or attacked
it as evil. Rum has provoked strong feelings from the very beginning, and it would be
easy to fill a book twice this size with its lore and literature.
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1
What Is and Isn’t Rum?

First it’s worth a look at the question of what rum is, which is not as easy to answer as
it might seem. The simplest definition is that rum is a beverage distilled from sugar
cane, either in the form of the raw juice or from molasses refined from sugar by
boiling. That seems to be an easy line to draw, but in practice things get murky.
Pure sugar-cane juice can be fermented into a type of rum usually called rhum
agricole or cachaça, and about io per cent of the world’s rum is made this way. Almost
all of this is produced either in Brazil or in former French colonies, though boutique
distillers elsewhere are expanding the style. There is no generally accepted generic
term for rums based on sugar-cane juice – distillers in the French Caribbean argue that
only their products should be called rhum agricole, and Brazilian law says that
cachaça can only be produced in that country. (It might seem that cachaça is just
another word for rum from Brazil, but there are also Brazilian rums that are marketed
just as rum. Cachaça is distilled to a lower proof than most other rums, and batches are
started with a different technique, but these reasons alone are not enough to consider it
something other than a form of rum.)
Throughout this book I will use the term ‘cane rum’ as a generic for rums made
from sugar-cane juice rather than molasses. Such rums are usually more expensive
than molasses-based rums, both because the starting product is more valuable and
because of the relatively low efficiency of this type of operation. Cane rum can only
be made when the sugar plants are ripe and producing fresh juice, so they are idle for
part of the year. Molasses-based rums can be made all year round from stored product.
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This 1830 engraving of a sugar plant by Sir William Hooker is an example of beautiful scientific art from
before the age of photography.

Sugar cane juice being cooked into molasses in Racine, West Virginia, in 1903

Distillers who use molasses as a raw material are unlikely to adopt the French
term for their rums, which is rhum industriel. The distinction seems explicitly
designed to make cane rum appear more healthy. (While the French were generally
behind in rum technology, their marketing skills were acute.) Molasses is the sludge
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that is left over from boiled cane juice after the crystalline sugar has been extracted;
that which isn’t made into rum is usually bottled for culinary uses or added to animal
feed. There is a very wide range of flavours in raw molasses, based on the variety of
cane, soil and climate. For instance, Brazilian molasses is particularly sweet and light,
while Fijian molasses made by the same process is acrid and approximately twice as
dark. In addition, there are several distinctions among the grades of syrup left over
from sugar processing. In Britain and former British colonies, the first distilling is
called light molasses, the second dark treacle or dark molasses, while the third is
called blackstrap molasses. Rum of varying quality can be made from all of these,
though liquor made from the lower grades of syrup is usually redistilled to remove
pungent flavours.
Any kind of sugar processing will produce molasses as a waste product, but only
some kinds are desirable for making rum. Sugar-beet processing creates molasses that
can be made into alcohol, but alkaline salts that are concentrated in the process make
the resulting rum unpalatable. Maple syrup can be made into rum, but the high price of
the raw ingredient compared to cane molasses makes it economically impractical.
(Maple trees are only about 5 per cent as productive as sugar cane, and produce sap
only for a short season, while sugar cane is productive for most of the year in tropical
climates.) Sorghum refining produces molasses that can be used to make rum, and
some boutique distillers have experimented with rums based wholly or in part on
sorghum, but their marketing efforts have been hampered by the fact that US and EU law
require anything that is labelled as rum to be made from sugar-cane products. A few
companies in Africa and China make sorghum rum for local consumption, but for
cultural reasons most of the rum that is made this way is labelled ‘whiskey’. (In Asia
the word ‘whiskey’ is used for any distilled alcohol, and beverages like Thai Mekhong
whiskey are made from 95 per cent molasses and 5 per cent rice.) There are also
Chinese and Indian ‘whiskies’ that are actually rums made in whole or in part from
molasses, some of which are very good. Low-quality molasses-based spirits from
China are often flavoured with ginseng and medicinal herbs and called chiew. These
are popular in overseas Chinese communities as an aperitif and medicine, but since the
rum is just a spirit base for the herb flavourings, chiew will not be dealt with in this
book.
The situation is even more confusing with beverages called aguardiente, which
are made in countries from Mexico to Argentina and in scattered former Spanish
colonies. Some aguardientes are actually rums by another name, some are made from
rum flavoured with anise and herbs, while others are distilled from grape spirits and
raisin extract in the style of grappa. Aguardiente comes from the term agua ardiente –
literally, firewater – and the term was used throughout the Spanish Empire to refer to
any very strong spirit. Some cane-derived aguardientes from Colombia and Mexico
are sophisticated and smooth, while others would be recognized as raw white lightning
by any bootlegger.
(Oddly, though modern distillers have been exploring new frontiers in other
regards, almost all distil from cane juice or molasses without mixing the two. I have
only found only one company that regularly distils from a blend of cane and molasses:
Ron Los Valientes is made near Veracruz, Mexico.)
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Just to confuse things further, there have been other beverages that were called
rum, but that were not made from sugar or molasses. In the nineteenth century,
European distillers in countries that had no sugar-producing colonies created a
beverage they called ‘inlander rum’. This was actually a mix of grain alcohols
flavoured and coloured to taste like dark rum. Over the years major companies such as
Stroh of Austria that used to make inlander rum this way have changed the formula to
use imported molasses. Thanks to this change, which was made partly to comply with
EU regulations on what can be called rum, all inlander rums now sold legally are the
real thing.
Laws concerning truth in labelling and other social changes have put an end to the
most flagrant counterfeits of rum, which were sold during the Soviet period when
trade with the outside world was limited. Cuban rum was a major trade item in the
Eastern Bloc, but ordinary Soviet citizens could only afford domestic inlander-style
imitations. Since they had never tasted the real thing, they had no idea that this ‘rum’
was bogus. Cuban officers who trained at Soviet naval bases on the Black Sea knew
differently, and were horrified when they tried the local swill. Having tried a shot of
the stuff while at the Kuban Hotel in Varna, Bulgaria, when I visited the country over
two decades ago, I can report that it had a strange metallic taste that was not fully
masked by the addition of low-grade fruit juice. One of the many benefits to
civilization of the collapse of the Soviet Union is the extinction of these liquors.
Among beverages that actually are rum as it is conventionally defined, there is no
single standard for grading and grouping, though many have been proposed. Rums are
generally characterized as light, gold or dark, though they come in shades ranging
from completely clear to inky black. A darker colour is usually, though not always, a
sign that the rum has been aged. Most light rums are clear and unaged, but there are
exceptions: some aged rums are filtered so that they become clear again. There are
also cheap dark rums that are unaged, but have had caramel flavour and colour added
to simulate the ageing process.
As with Scotch whisky, most rum distillers favour used barrels that were
previously used for wines or bourbon in order to infuse their product with more
complex flavours during the ageing process. Ageing times vary: some countries
require that rum be cellared a minimum of eight months to be called aged, others
require two years, and most have no legal requirement at all. Even three or four years
is far shorter than the minimum ageing times for brandies and Scotch whiskies, but
this does not mean that aged rums are less complex. The warm temperatures in the
regions where sugar cane thrives mean that alcohols mature in the barrel much more
quickly than in cool climates. This is a benefit to distillers who age their rum, though
they also lose more to evaporation in the process.
Barrels of ageing rum stacked to the ceiling at a distillery in
St Croix, US Virgin Islands, 1941.
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The flavour of rum can be influenced by many factors – the characteristics of the
strain of sugar cane, the age at which it is harvested, the purity of the molasses, how
many times the molasses is distilled and to what proof, and how the resulting alcohol
is aged. This allows vast latitude for an accomplished producer to create different
effects, and for at least 400 years distillers and cellarmasters have experimented and
honed their skills.

As Much as You Need to Know About
Distilling to Keep Reading
Distilling, the process of concentrating essences from a fermented mixture called wort,
is usually credited to Arab and Persian alchemists of the Middle Ages. This
assumption was overturned when a complete terracotta still was identified in a
museum in Taxila, Pakistan, and estimated to be 5,000 years old. It is a simple thing, a
dome-lidded clay pot with a detachable spout that empties into a covered bowl, but
anyone who has visited a modern distillery can recognize the essential elements of
what later Arab chemists called an alembic still.
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Stills were a symbol of alchemy – one is prominent in the right foreground of this 1728 print by Hinrich von
Bauditz.

That ancient forerunner may have been used for extracting plant oils for perfume or
for alcohol, but as of this writing no tests have been run on the inside of the pot to
figure out what was used as a raw material.
Whether the knowledge of the distilling process travelled from India, possibly
when Alexander’s troops went there, or Greek scientists figured it out themselves,
scientists in classical Athens knew about it. Aristotle mentioned it briefly, but there is
no evidence that it was used commercially. The Romans did nothing to advance the
technology, though many assume they did because of a widely quoted aphorism
attributed to the poet Ovid, ‘There is more refreshment and stimulation in a nap, even
the briefest, than in all the alcohol ever distilled.’ Ovid had much to say about the
benefits of napping, but this particular statement probably originated with nineteenthcentury wit Edward Lucas.
Shortly after the year AD 1000, Avicenna and other alchemists improved the still,
using the results as a base for medicines and perfumes. Around 1150 some unknown
genius in Europe hit on the idea of lengthening the tube between the boiler and
collector in order to cool the vapours. This coil of tubing, called the condenser, vastly
improved the efficiency of the alembic still, and created the silhouette of the
equipment we know today. The first distilled alcoholic beverages on record were
referred as aqua ardens, literally ‘burning water’. It’s a reasonable name for raw
alcohol, one that would be repeated in many languages over the centuries.
Brandy was recorded in the early 1300s, whisky and vodka by 1405, and the
process of distilling was so common by the Elizabethan era that every manor house
had its ‘still room’ where the women of the house made a beverage they called aqua
vitae: water of life. While alchemists still strove to use their primitive stills to create a
literal elixir of immortality, common people used the same equipment to make
medicines and recreational beverages. These were still raw spirits, since the techniques
of ageing and mellowing were in their infancy, but they were an exciting development
and technicians across the continent worked to refine the craft.
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Even Fewer Words about the History of Sugar
People have known for at least 3,000 years that sugar cane, a perennial grass of the
genus Saccharum, yielded a juice that could be fermented. There is a common
misconception that rum got its name from this botanical classification. This can’t be
true, because Linnaeus did not assign the genus Saccharum to sugar cane until 1753,
long after rum was first named.
Various wild species of Saccharum flourished throughout Southeast Asia, from the
Indo-Burmese border region all the way to central China and far into the Pacific
islands. The earliest known cultivation seems to have been in New Guinea 6,000 years
ago, but it was in India that we have the first written record of the plant’s cultivation
and fermentation.
A manuscript called the Manasollana, or ‘Book of the Happy State of Mind’,
dates from the Vedic period in India around 1800 BC and includes a recipe for sugarcane beer. More tantalizingly, another manuscript from this period mentions two
alcoholic drinks made with sugar, called soma and sura. Sura, made from sugar cane
and rice, was given to warriors to enhance their courage. Soma was reserved for the
aristocracy and credited with promoting positive qualities, but unfortunately we don’t
know what was in it. (Manuscripts from this period frequently contain words whose
exact meaning is unknown, so recreating any recipe from this period is problematic.)
Whatever was in soma, it was one of several alcohol-based elixirs that could be found
in the medical cabinet of ancient India.

This picture shows an acolyte of Krishna drinking alcohol, which the ancient Hindus used as a medicine and
sacrament.

Alexander the Great’s troops marvelled at ‘honey made without bees’, the first
description of sugar-cane syrup by an outsider, when they came through the
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neighbourhood in 326 BC. If any of them took cuttings back to Greece to plant there,
they were disappointed; the cane grows poorly in a Mediterranean climate, so sugar
was destined to be an exotic and expensive imported item. As early as AD 95, a book on
trade through the Red Sea mentioned ‘honey from reeds which is called sakchai,’ the
first documented trade in sugar to Europe.

‘Saccharum ojfidndiarum’, etching, from Hooker’s Botanical Miscellany (1850–33).

Muslim traders in the Middle Ages made huge profits in the sugar trade and
introduced the plant to Egypt and Sicily, which were close to the huge European
market. The price dropped, but profits didn’t, since the volume of trade increased
dramatically. Eventually Europeans considered the vast amount of money they were
paying to Muslim traders with whom they were at least nominally at war and looked
for a place where they could grow sugar cane themselves.
The Portuguese were first with sugar plantations in their African colonies and the
Azores, which at first were worked by petty criminals and Jews in a penal
environment. That labour force was insufficient and difficult to control, so black
Africans were bought from Arab traders and the link between sugar and slavery was
born.
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Sugar cane illustration in a Latin edition of Sebastian
Münster’s Cosmographia(Basel, c. 1544).

This Dutch engraving of the slave trade to Brazil by Johannes de Ram of c. 1680 shows a white trader who has
just paid his native assistant. Note the chains attached to the stone and the African captives behind them.

Though the profits from these ventures were huge, treacherous currents and
unpredictable Sahara winds off the African coast made the journey extremely
dangerous. The potential for gain having been well established, the powers of Europe
looked to the New World to produce this very old crop.
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2
The Elusive Origins of Rum:
From the Caribbean to the USA

Just when and where sugar cane first flourished in the Americas is a matter of debate,
but there were certainly canefields and sugar mills on the island of Hispaniola by
1516, at Porto Seguro in Brazil by 1520, and in Jamaica, Cuba and Puerto Rico by
1595.
The Portuguese had a technological edge thanks to their experiences in Africa, and
applied that knowledge in their vast Brazilian dominion. Portuguese planters in the
Brazilian area of São Vicente were reporting huge returns on investment on their
plantations by the 1530s, and could have done even better but for chronic labour
shortages; the natives would not willingly work the fields and disappeared into the
hinterlands, where they easily eluded pursuers. The Portuguese started importing
slaves from their colonies in Africa, people who had no hope of blending in with the
locals if they escaped, and thus African slavery came to the New World.
The rival empires of Spain, Britain and France all turned to the same source for
labour, buying slaves from Arab traders. Sugar plantations took on the look of opulent
prisons, with a casa grande or manor house where the masters enjoyed whatever
imported luxuries were available, and the senzalas or slave quarters where their
workers lived in squalor. Somewhere in one of these remote outposts, someone who
knew the everyday household technique of distilling applied it to either the sugar-cane
juice or the sludge left over from sugar processing, and a crude version of the drink we
now call rum was born.
Exactly where and when this first happened has been a subject of much debate,
and the answer will never be known for sure. Record-keeping on the wild fringes of
great empires is often haphazard and confined to essentials, and local administrators
were unlikely to regard the fact that someone had brewed a new form of popskull
liquor as hot news. Indeed, mentioning to your superiors that people under your
command had developed a brand new form of vice could be a career-shortening event.
It has been claimed that Dutch Jews in Martinique distilled some sort of liquor from
sugar as early as 1550, but the records are too scanty to allow us to draw any
conclusions. The first firm documentation is a 1552 report from Governor Tomé de
Souza of Bahia in the Portuguese colony of Brazil, which mentions that the slaves on
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sugar plantations were more passive and willing to work if allowed to drink ‘cachaco’.
That term is similar to one for alcohol used for pickling rather than drinking,
indicating a primitive and rough spirit. The masters in the casa grande would certainly
have scorned it, preferring wine and brandy imported from Europe. It would also have
been their only legal choice, since while the governors of the colony might have
ignored the local use of a product made from waste materials if it kept the slaves
tractable, the Caribbean and South American colonies were supposed to provide raw
materials to the mother country and import all finished products and luxuries. Trade
between colonies – or, even worse, between colonies and foreigners – was strictly
prohibited. The fortunes of many among the Spanish and Portuguese aristocracy were
based on commerce in brandy and wines, and they wanted no competition from other
sources, even from within their own colonies. If alcohol made from sugar had been
seen as any threat to those very profitable monopolies, its manufacture would have
been suppressed – as the Portuguese government tried to do as early as 1639. In 1647
– before the first mention of any beverage distilled from sugar anywhere else – the
Portuguese government ordered that only slaves were allowed to drink cachaça,
though it was permitted to sell it to residents of Pernambuco, which was then under
Dutch rule. The Portuguese government regarded rum as a health hazard and a
nuisance, but evidently didn’t mind exporting a social problem to their commercial
rivals.

Cutting sugar cane was excruciating and dangerous in tropical heat. William Clark, ‘Slaves cutting the Sugar
Cane, 1786’, from Ten Views in the Island of Antigua, 1786.
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